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Precisely at seven and a quarter. I trow my body out of bed. It’s a cold and
bright April day, the flowers bloom from a anonymous tree. And beyond them,
clouds, floating almost motionless. The clear sky. The urban rumble.
And here I am with a cigarette stuck in the face, like a dying fish washed
ashore.

Blue woman
(Sings)
I’m sad
I’m really, really sad.
I’m so sad...

He: Let’s love this?

Blue woman
(Sings)
I’m sad…

He: Yes… It’s mankind’s… It’s human…
And then… Then…

Blue woman
(Sings)

He:We all go on vacation. To the little paradise and then… then…

Silence

He: And then the other one?...

She:Who?

He: The other one… who saw God when he was going to work… And this at
8pm and 45 m., in a quiet April morning. A prank perhaps...
A prank from God?

She: Great Joke. Doesn’t God love these malicious surprises?
A merry little God?!?

He: And he get’s completely crazy, he started to scream and run.
"God is stalking me!" he said.



She:Well... Then they built the building with thirty-six stores,
and the other one came in second.

He: Really?...

She: Yes

He:Well it is man’s work. Stone upon stone...

She: It’s beautiful...

He: It’s fantastic...

She: It’s wonderful...

He: It’s Sublime...

She: It’s extraordinary...

He: It’s terrific...

She: It’s imaginative...

He: It’s majestic...

She: It’s inspiring...

He: It’s divine...

She: It’s magical...

He: It’s …..

Blue woman
(Sings)
I’m sad
I’m really, really sad.
I’m so sad
….



1.
Rehearsing the revolt,
rehearsing how to live,
searching for what have been lost.
To make sense of this "Yellow brick road” we walk in.
May it be Europe, my country, my life and expectations.
Always a road full of cowardly lions,
brainless scarecrows and heartless tin men.
Rehearsing revolutions, rehearsing love stories,
And off we go, all of us,
the mankind altogether, hand in hand,
singing our experiences, grievances and adventures.
Then, and after the initial effort
the reality imposes itself on the dreams.
My own.
On the way to salvation,
we tend to fall asleep in a poppy field.
In the stupor,
we can only hope that someone will come to our aid.
Usually,
it all starts with a tornado.
No noise, just thoughts scattered about, like in a dream.
“We flew far, we fell short.”

3.
Then, the preparation.
Rehearsal after rehearsal,
weighting, calculation, rehearsing, risk.
"Dorothy wakes up back in Kansas.".
There is a printed hair in the filmmarking Dorothy’s return home.
As if neither in film, Dorothy,
could have hoped to escape her reality,
its dust and desolation.

2.
Does any of this exists somewhere over the rainbow
exists somewhere over the rainbow
somewhere over the rainbow



4.
And here we are now, on the other side.
Lost but almost there;
everything is more colorful, everything has a clean scent.
So we start ... again... over...
Today we are far from the road,
story after story,
many tin men, scarecrows and cowardly lions later on.
“Today, here in this capital,
village,
or country,
walking to the Emerald City,
carrying all the weaknesses of mankind that are my own. "
This place that reminds me a state of innocence:
"the good are good and the bad are bad. "
Pity all of this just isn’t real...
I tend to get depressed for not having a "happy ending”
Even if the "happy ending " means the return to a hopeless barren.
So... are we there yet?
What if the wizard is just a mere charlatan?
What if the Emerald City is a scam?
Does it shine regardless the use of the “Magical goggles”?
And the witches, who are they?
And what about the good witch?
who?

5.
but alas,
Eternally rehearsing revolutions, rehearsing love stories,
waiting for the great epic epitaph that probably will never be written.
And off we go, all of us, the mankind altogether, hand in hand,
singing our experiences, our adventures.
Just like so many others did before,
as uninteresting as many others were after.
Then, the initial effort starts to wear off,
and the reality imposes itself on the dreams.
I have a feeling that we are back in Kansas once more...



I’m tired.
At a certain point one has to be tired…
Why? I don’t need to say, it doesn’t matter.
The wound hurts until it stops
Hurts what it hurts. Nothing more, nothing less...
Yes, I’m tired and smiling slightly…..
I’ve seen a lot.., Understanding a lot of what I’ve seen
Always from one place to another
Back and forth...
You sing the right tune, the wink,
the kiss blown from the palm of the hand...
carried by the wind

The "SHA-LA-LA-LA-LA…".
The "WO-WOO- WOO...".

Eternity… (sighs)

Change the course revolutionize, stabilize, find, deliver, warm up, start up,
get down, follow up, expand, compress, energize, antagonize, apologize...

All those little things that crawl, crawl and and climb us.
Those disgusting little things

Song of a deluded good witch



How woud you describe such a fast rise to stardom?

Who is your main audience?

When you were a kid what did you want to be when you grew up?

Are you planning on opening Gas Stations on Europe's and US highways?

Who buys your oil?

Who do you think is winning?

What’s the real name of your group?

Where do you come from?

Do you think war will solve things?

Do you consider the recent lockdown in Brussels a victory?

From whom do you get your weapons?
Are you ok? Who is Rita Katz?

Does the west have something to do with you?

A Portuguese jihadist testified you can have fries and Nutella. Is this true?

Do the western members have more perks than the middle easterns?

Have you been to the US? Do you know anyone who as been in the US recently?

What does your mother think of your work?

Do you have integration courses?

Who is your favourite Star wars character?

Who is your fashion advisor?

Who profits?

"cui bono?"

Do you prefer pepsi or coke?

A final question...

Are you taking away our teenagers?

Saudi Arabia rhymes with?...

Who is your boss? No, not that one. The real one!

Are you planning on distributing music?

What is your "like" Hi-score?

Which world leader would you take to a deserted island?
Which middle eastern countries do you love the most?

Are you planning on producing a feature film in the near Future?

How good is your internet connection?

Do you hear God?

Do you sometimes feel that someone is controlling your actions?

Money or goods?
Have you read "Lord of the flies?"

Are you in any way related to any of George Orwell's works?

Have you met O'Brian?

Do you miss being called a "freedom fighter"?

Do you take drugs? What kind of drugs?

What are you fighting for?

How was your first kiss?

Did you enjoy Lybia?

Which smartphone do you use?
What is the meaning of all this?

Who was Serena Shim?

How many hours, each day, do you spend with your kids?
What is the image that you have of yourself?How do you fell about the breakup with al-qaeda?

what do you mean by apocalypse?

Roughly 50





We start with an orchestra being an orchestra.
An orchestra that thinks about the meaning of being an orchestra.
A group of people from everywhere, that came together to be an orchestra.
A community, a system.
Singing thoughts. “Aren’t we all the same?” ”Why do I believed in something and then somehow ceased to
believe it? And then became dangerous for my dictatorship.”
“Are our democracies becoming dangerous? For us? For others?”
”Are we becoming dangerous for our democracies?” ”Should governments dissolve the People?”
“Are our democracies evolving?” “Where to?” Further in, further away?”
“Why are we so afraid of the ones who are afraid?”
“So, fear is a denominator?”
”How can we deal with so much fear? With a society hostage of a panoply of fears? ”
” What about happiness?” Hope? Any?” “Hopelessness?”

Does our humanist concerns have a consumption date?
What is our relationship with the rest of the world now?
We struggled for a lot of things and we got them. Are we about to open our hands and let them go?
How many of us...
And if not, what happens?
Shall we quit?
Start all over again?
Or should we focus on living the real things with what or whom we come across?

So, how did we get here? Why did we get here? How do we position ourselves in this fully mapped world.
With permanent debates, discussion on routes to prosperity?
Always badly explained by a choir of experts, commentators, that says “Yay or nay”.
We need a dysfunctional map. No roads, no borders, not that exact Latitude or longitude.
This place to dance that the Greek word “Orkhestra” conveys.

I am here, at 2°32'14.3"N 13°23'50.2".
If I just go, I’ll take no more than what I am.
everything repeating itself. Can we expose the pattern? Let’s talk about:
"What is the minimum denominator for the human kind?"



#1
Maria is sleeping, after another day of reality. Life, the impossible fight
against reality

#2
Among her youth cuddly toys, she starts to ear a sweet and magical
voice very far, she starts to wake up

#3
“It’s not possible”.. She is in the Kingdom of Oz, but she is not Dorothy
our judy garland. She is Maria. Maria in the strange kingdom of Oz.

#4
“The kingdom of Oz….” she whispers to herself. It’s not a dream.”
A fog starts to appear, and the sweet voice more present.

#5
A wonderful and familiar face appeared for Maria. “It’s her”.

#6
In a sweet and melodic voice the fairy said:

Fairy: The only way to reach the kingdom of Oz is by foot.
It’a a long journey, full of perils. Sometimes it’s regions are peaceful and
pleasant, other times they are dark and frightening.

I’m truly sorry that I can’t join you on this quest, but I’ll give you my kiss,
and no one, no one will dare to harm whom was kissed by the wonderful
witch of the West…

Maria and the good fairy of the west. A photoless photonovel.



#7
Maria: What about the terrorists? They fear nothing!
The terrorists are nihilists!!!

#8
Fairy:No,no no, my beloved creature.
The terrorists are like the Munschkins, or the Humpa-lumpas...
In Oz, the amazing world of terrorism and other intimidation art forms,
is like in any other place… from people to people.

As you see, anyone can step in the dark night of stupidity!
Eventually you will to. Might you be black, or white, or blue, ou
bourdeaux, democrat, fascist, anarchist, catholic or jewish, or muslim or
budhist, or Hindi or consumerist communist, progressist brahmanist,
shamanistic capitalist, agnostic or candomblé.

#9
Fairy: (sings the lullaby)
Democrat, fascist
anarchist, catholic
or jewish, or muslim or budhist, or Hindi or
consumerist communist,
progressist brahmanist,
shamanistic capitalist,
agnostic or candomblé.

#10
Fairy throws a golden smoke into the air
that putted maria back to sleep.

#11
Maria wakes up in her living room.
Now.
She knows what she have to do.
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